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Abstract— Puppet labs developed puppet, in 2005 Luke 

Kanies founded puppet. It is implemented in ruby and 

released as    open source  software. The current state of IT 

infrastructure can be changed and can be automatically force 

to a correct state using puppet. It is the basic foundation for 

automation in IT infrastructure processes. It acts as abstract 

configuration for infrastructure as same tool can be used for 

data center as well as software delivery. It helps in 

collaborating among different project teams. When server 

machines are large in number managing them is difficult job 

because most of the work is done manually. Managing  just 

few server or thousands machines or virtual machines is 

tedious job as it's done manually ,puppet automates the tasks 

of system admin and saves the time, so a great bussiness 

value is delivered by admin's. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Puppet is devised as a tool to declaratively manage 

configuration in Unix Environment and Microsoft Windows 

systems. System resources and their state are described by 

the users ,through Rudy DSL(domain specific language)  or 

puppet declarative language .Puppet manifest file stores this 

information.     

The utility factor is used to discover system 

information for puppet and also complies the puppet 

manifests into catalogue which contain resource and their 

dependencies which are applied on end system .All the 

action's taken by puppet are reported and stored for futher 

analysis. The puppet forge is an important resource for the 

people using puppet. 2,700 free source model are already 

written in this resource for developing common tasks which 

are free and downloadable. The forge module is developed 

by puppet community members. Puppet module automates 

tasks such as  

 installing and configuring Apache and to manage   

various range of virtual host setups 

 managing APT source, key, and definitions 

 configuring, installing, and running protocols like 

NTP(network time protocol) across a range of 

operating systems 

 managing reboots mainly system on Windows 

 managing and configuring firewalls 

 configuring installing and MySQL 

 and many more. 

II. BEGIN WITH PUPPET 

Initial step is first log onto any Virtual Machine as root and 

install puppet i.e the learning module, and run puppet 

resource service. The command will return like the 

following : 

service { 'Netwkmngr': 

ensure => 'stopped', 

enable => 'false', 

} 

service { 'name': 

ensure => 'running', 

enable => 'true', 

} 

...etc 

Puppet: Functionality of puppet comes from a single puppet 

command, which has many sub commands and so on.
                 

 

A. Resource:  

The resource sub command can inspect and modify 

resources interactively. Service: First argument to the 

puppet resource command should be a resource type.Taken 

together, this command inspects every service on the 

system, to see whether running or stopped. 

A configuration of a system can be viewed as a 

collection of many independent individual units. So they 

vary greatly in logical size, complexity, and lifespan. Any 

among the following can be modeled as a single resource: a 

file, a user account, software package, running service, 

directory of files. Any single resource consist of similar to a 

group of related resources which are similar to single 

resource: Each file consist of a path and an owner and each 

user has a name,Unique Identification, and a group. Only 

the implementation vary sometimes — for example  you’d 

need a different command to initiate or stop a service on 

Windows than you would require on Linux, and even across 

Linux distributions. But conceptwise, you’re either initiating 

or stopping a service, irrespective of what you write on 

console. 

III. PUPPET RESOURCE COMMAND. 

 Puppet resource can be used  as follows: 

 puppet resource <TYPE> [<NAME OF RESOURCE>] 

[ATTRIBUTE=VALUE ...]                                                (1) 

The first argument as seen is a resource type. Inspection of 

every resource of that type it can find will be done by it, if 

no other arguments are given. The second argument is the 

name of a resource(optional or unique). Inspection of all the 

resources will take place. Specification of any number of 

attributes and values after name can be done. Syncing of 

those attributes to the desired state takes place, and then 

inspection of final state of the resource occurs. 

A. Attribute: 

The 'ensure' is a special attribute which is available on all 

of the resource types, and it has function to control or to 

make sure whether the resource exists locally or not. 

 

Existence of files can be in : 

A normal file - ensure => file 

A directory - ensure => directory 

 A symlink - ensure => link 

Basic property for any resource  - ensure => present/absent  

      (1) 

Attribute generally corresponds to the resource’s identity, 

which should always be unique i.e. almost every resource 

type has one attribute whose value defaults to the resource’s 
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title. For the file resource, it is path attribute. Most of the 

time for user, group and package it’s 'name' attribute. 

B. Manifest: 

Such Programs are called ―manifests,‖ with .pp file 

extension. 

Manifests use various kinds of logic such as 

conditional statements, collections of resources, text 

generation functions and so on. We have authority to insert 

more than one resource of different types in the same 

manifest and can use new values for the 'ensure' attribute.       

C. Resource: 

Declaration of a resource is the heart of Puppet language. 

For a resource 'resource declaration' describes it's desired 

state. Like 'resource', 'apply' is a Puppet subcommand. It 

takes argument as the name of a manifest file, and enforces 

the desired state described in the manifest. 

Puppet also does the work of account permission 

adjustment on directories. You don't have the authority to 

declare same resource twice or repeated titles within a type 

or duplicate namevar values within a type, by performing 

this, will result in conflict or inconsistency between desired 

and final states of resource declarations, if it is not clear 

what thing should happen so puppet will fail showing an 

error instead of doing any kind of harm to the system. 

D. Compilation: 

Manifests to be used directly when Puppet syncs resources it 

has to go through a flow of a Puppet run as follows: 

 
Fig. 1: Basic Flow Of Puppet Working. 

Before applying manifests they should be compiled inorder 

to contain resources in it and hints to order those resources 

in synchronization. But in a master/agent Puppet 

environment, agents can only see catalogue and cannot see 

hints. A catalogue describes desired states for one system 

where it is executed. Manifests can be made improved by 

using logic and describe many systems or resources and 

their connection at once. 

Default mode is, agent nodes can only download 

their own catalogue, they are unable to see information 

meant for any other node. This leads to improved security at 

software level. Since catalogue are so unambiguous, it is 

possible to simulate a catalogue run without making any 

changes to the system. This is normally done by running 

puppet test agent --test –noop (meant as no operation). One 

can use special tools to compare two catalogues and make 

out differences. The puppet master/agent services works in a 

very similarly fashion as of puppet apply which directly 

apply manifests on one system, but with a few major 

differences: 

E. Puppet Apply: 

When user executes a command, it causes a Puppet run. 

Puppet apply is a program meant to read the manifest passed 

to it, which is then compiled into a catalog, and finally 

applies the catalog. 

F. Puppet Agent/Master: 

Puppet agent is nothing but run as a service, and triggers a 

Puppet run periodically say every half hour .On your Virtual 

Machine, which runs Puppet software, the agent service is 

named pre-puppet. Puppet agent cannot have access to any 

manifests but it can requests for a pre-compiled catalog from 

a puppet master server. On your VM, there is presence of 

pe-httpd service it is nothing but the puppet master.  

Sandbox technology of Apache is there to manage puppet 

master application through passenger by commands like 

spawning and killing whenever required. The puppet master 

reads one     specific manifest always, known as  site.pp. 

This manifest is helps in compiling a catalog, which is sent 

back to the agent by puppet master. On any VM, the site.pp 

or site manifest is present at:    

/etc/puppet/manifests/site.pp. 

After receiving the catalog, the agent applies it. 

This way, one can have many machines being configured by 

Puppet, by only maintaining your manifests on one or very 

few servers. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus conclusion can be made the puppet helps in 

automation of the processes which have multiple 

occurrences and manage the the system state. It lets 

machines do what they are made for and lets human to 

mange thing in a really efficient way and interactive way.  
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